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Speech Rhythm Convergence as a Social
Coalition Signal

Leona Polyanskaya1 , Arthur G. Samuel1,2,3, and Mikhail Ordin1,2

Abstract
Patterns of nonverbal and verbal behavior of interlocutors become more similar as communication progresses. Rhythm
entrainment promotes prosocial behavior and signals social bonding and cooperation. Yet, it is unknown if the convergence of
rhythm in human speech is perceived and is used to make pragmatic inferences regarding the cooperative urge of the interactors.
We conducted two experiments to answer this question. For analytical purposes, we separate pulse (recurring acoustic events)
and meter (hierarchical structuring of pulses based on their relative salience). We asked the listeners to make judgments on the
hostile or collaborative attitude of interacting agents who exhibit different or similar pulse (Experiment 1) or meter (Experiment
2). The results suggest that rhythm convergence can be a marker of social cooperation at the level of pulse, but not at the level of
meter. The mapping of rhythmic convergence onto social affiliation or opposition is important at the early stages of language
acquisition. The evolutionary origin of this faculty is possibly the need to transmit and perceive coalition information in social
groups of human ancestors. We suggest that this faculty could promote the emergence of the speech faculty in humans.
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Evolutionary adaptations allow humans to perceive auditory

input as rhythmic and to coordinate their behavior with the

acoustic signal (Fitch, 2009; Lang et al., 2016; Large & Sny-

der, 2009; McNeill, 1995; Merker, Madison, & Eckerdal,

2009; Patel, 2006; Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005; Phillips-

Silver & Trainor, 2007; Repp & Penel, 2004; Repp & Su,

2013). Social entrainment is a special case of such coordina-

tion, representing the entrainment of behavior, including ver-

bal behavior, to the signal emitted by a different conspecific

individual (Phillips-Silver, Aktipis, & Bryant, 2010). In social

entrainment, mechanisms of rhythmic cognition and synchro-

nization of the motor output with the input signal are activated

by the cues from the social environment and allow coordina-

tion of movements and vocalizations, including speech pro-

duction, and even entrainment of neural oscillations

(Bowling, Herbst, & Fitch, 2013; Stephens, Silbert, & Has-

son, 2010). Rhythmic entrainment in social settings has been

claimed to play an important role in social bonding and to

promote prosocial behavior (Haidt, Seder, & Kesebir, 2008;

Hove & Rinsen, 2009; Kirschner & Tomasello, 2009;

McNeill, 1995; Wiltermuth & Heath, 2009).

During verbal interaction, patterns of nonverbal and verbal

behavior of interlocutors become more similar as communica-

tion progresses (Bargh, Chen, & Burrow, 1996; Chartrand &

Bargh, 1999; Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001). Convergence of

verbal behavior happens at multiple linguistic levels, from pho-

netic to lexical and syntactic (Pickering & Garrod, 2004).

Vocal convergence in human speech has also been a hot topic

(Abel & Babel, 2017; Bable, 2012; Pardo, Urmanche, Wilman,

& Wiener, 2017; Pardo et al., 2018; Reichel, Benus, & Mady,

2018). Speech rhythm patterns also become progressively more

similar between interacting individuals (Beňuš, 2014; Borrie,

Barrett, Willi, & Berisha, 2019; Reichel et al., 2018). This
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inter-speaker entrainment is modulated by speakers’ gender,

social status and conversational role, personality, cognitive

demands of the interaction, and other factors. Convergence of

interlocutors’ rhythmic patterns in motor movements and voca-

lizations has frequently been mentioned as a reliable correlate

of communication success and cooperation level: the more

similar the rhythmic patterns of the interlocutors are, the higher

the communication success and the level of cooperation are

(Auer, Couper-Kuhlen, & Mu€ller, 1999; Beattie, Cutler, &

Pearson, 1982; Beňuš, 2014; Couper-Kuhlen & Auer, 1991;

Couper-Kuhlen, 1993; Cowley, 1994; Richardson, Marsh,

Isenhower, Goodman, & Schmidt, 2007; Street, 1984; Zimmer-

mann & Richardson, 2016). However, such conclusions have

only been made so far in speech production studies that cannot

cast light on whether listeners can map the rhythmic conver-

gence in speech onto the social cooperation level or whether the

convergence is instead an automatic consequence of the gen-

eral “cooperative urge” of humans. It remains unknown

whether listeners can make pragmatic inferences based on the

(dis)similarity of rhythmic patterns in speech. This study inves-

tigates whether people map similar speech rhythmic patterns

onto the level of cooperation and friendliness between the

interacting agents.

The term rhythm is used in multiple ways, and different

researchers may target different phenomena or characteristics

of the acoustic signal when they explore rhythm (Goswami &

Leong, 2013; Nolan & Jeon, 2014; Ravignani & Morton,

2017). In the current study, rhythm is understood as the struc-

ture that determines how the signal is organized and develops

over time (McAuley, 2010). In speech, multiple rhythms can

operate at multiple levels. For analytical purposes, we separate

pulse and meter (Large & Snyder, 2009). Pulse is the occur-

rence of salient acoustic events. Pulses are used for beat induc-

tion, which is the psychological tendency to perceive pulses as

equally distributed in time, that is, isochronous (Ravignani &

Madison, 2017). Even if the sequence of events is not isochro-

nous, humans tend to regularize the intervals and perceive the

sequence of events in the auditory modality as isochronous

(Madison & Merker, 2002; McAuley, 2010; Motz, Erickson,

& Hetrick, 2013), within certain limits of the interval jitter

(Madison & Merker, 2002). Beyond the jitter limits, the percept

of isochrony does not emerge. Thus, listeners perceive a series

of regularly reoccurring psychological events in response to the

auditory stimulation caused by a continuous acoustic input. In

continuous speech, vowel onsets are salient acoustic events that

generate recurring physiological responses (Greenberg & Ains-

worth, 2004) at the frequency of the syllable rate (Ghitza, Gir-

aud, & Poeppel, 2013). These responses are used to extract the

syllable as a distinguishable quasi-regular constituent (Ding,

Melloni, Zhang, Tian, & Poeppel, 2016) by entraining neural

quasi-periodic oscillations to the acoustic rhythm at the syllabic

frequency. Perception of regularity in recurrence of vowel

onsets is based on the entrainment of neural-to-acoustic oscil-

lations, and this percept facilitates speech comprehension

(Assaneo et al., 2019; Ghitza & Greenberg, 2009).

Speech of two interacting agents can elicit either similar or

different streams of psychological events, which can poten-

tially be used to make pragmatic inferences regarding the coop-

erative level between them. We manipulated the distribution of

quasi-isochronous syllables and created acoustic syllabic

sequences with two distinguishable types of pulse, spoken with

different voices. We paired these syllabic sequences with a

short pause between them, to imitate brief dialogs in an “alien

language”; the paired sequences had either the same or differ-

ent pulse. We hypothesize that interacting agents producing

utterances with similar pulse will be judged as cooperating

more than those producing utterances with different pulse.

Testing this prediction was the focus of our first experiment.

Meter is the hierarchical organization of salient events in

acoustic stream based on their relative salience, that is, group-

ing the pulses into hierarchical structures (London, 2004).

Acoustic perturbations, for example, related to the distribution

of relatively more salient sounds in the flow of less salient ones

lead to different groupings of the repeated sounds into patterns

(Hay & Diehl, 2007). Moreover, meter can even be mentally

represented, that is, people can mentally assign different per-

ceptual salience to some of the sounds in the sequence of

acoustically identical sounds and group them into patterns

based on the prominence levels (Kunert, Willems, Casasanto,

Patel, & Hagoort, 2015; Langus, Mehler, & Nespor, 2017, for

speech; Patel, 2003b; Patel & Daniele, 2003, for structural

similarities and mutual influences between musical and speech

rhythms; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990, for music; Patel, 2003a,

for the overlap in the neural substrates and pathways underly-

ing rhythm processing in speech and music). In speech, differ-

ences in the distribution of stressed syllables (or acoustic

correlates of stress: duration, amplitude, and pitch) may result

in different organizations of the syllables into words

(Hawthorne, Järvikivi, & Tucker, 2018). For example, in the

sequence of syllables [hæ] [pi] [ts

e

], the syllable [pi] may get

grouped either into the word happy or pizza, depending on the

relative distribution of duration and pitch of these three sylla-

bles. As every syllable in the speech stream represents a pulse,

different distributions of stressed syllables may result in differ-

ent ways to structure the pulses, that is, to differences in meter.

In the second experiment, we manipulated acoustic promi-

nences, leading to the perception of some syllables as stronger,

that is, stressed, relative to the other syllables, that is,

unstressed syllables, in the sequence. We manipulated the dis-

tribution of stressed syllables to induce the perception of dif-

ferences in meter, that is, two different ways to group the

syllables into metrical structures based on their relative acous-

tic salience. We hypothesize that meter similarity will result in

similar grouping of pulses in utterances produced by interact-

ing agents. If the meter in utterances of interlocutors is the

same, listeners will perceive the interacting agents as more

cooperative, if pragmatic inferences based on rhythmic syn-

chronization are indeed made. Conversely, if the acoustics of

the signals emitted by the interlocutors lead to different group-

ings of pulses (syllables), then listeners might perceive them as

hostile to each other. Our second experiment was focused on
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identifying the role of meter synchronization on the pragmatic

inferences drawn from speech produced by interacting agents.

Experiment 1: Pulse Synchrony

Method

Participants: Experiment 1

Twenty-six Spanish-Basque native speakers without speech or

hearing problems were recruited. The participants were

Spanish-dominant bilinguals (age range: 18–30), fully func-

tional in both languages, living in a bilingual environment. This

linguistic profile was chosen because it fits the most repre-

sented category of residents in the province of Gipuzkoa, the

Basque Country, where the experiments were carried out.

Material: Experiment 1

We used four consonants—[s], [m], [n], [l]—and five vowels—

[a], [o], [u], [e], [i]—to construct 20 possible consonant–vowel

syllables. We added the syllable [fa] to the inventory. The

longest stimulus was 21 syllables in length, and we did not

want any syllable to be repeated within a stimulus. Thus, we

added the syllable [fa] to the inventory to make the inventory

size 21 syllables in total. Multi-Band Resynthesis OverLap

Add (MBROLA) algorithm (Dutoit & Leich, 1993) speech

synthesis software, with Spanish diphone data sets, was used

to synthesize the syllables, each in two different voices. Vowel

durations were set to 250 + 15 ms, and consonant durations

were set to 100 ms. We prepared ninety 21-syllable sequences

with Type A pulse and 90 sequences with Type B pulse

(Table 1). Each syllable was used once in each sequence, and

the order was unique in each sequence. The duration of pauses

within each sequence was set to 300 ms. A declination intona-

tional contour was imposed on each sequence: An utterance-

initial high tone rose from 250 Hz to 300 Hz, with the peak

aligned on the middle of the second vowel. Then, there was a

gradual decline from 300 Hz to 160 Hz over the whole

sequence, from the middle of the second vowel to the middle

of the penultimate vowel. Finally, there was an utterance-final

tone that fell from 160 Hz to 120 Hz from the middle of the

penultimate vowel to the end of the final vowel.

Procedure: Experiment 1

The sequences synthesized with different voices were paired

with a 1-s pause between them. We paired sequences either

with matching pulse (30 stimuli pairing Type A with Type A

pulse and 30 stimuli pairing Type B with Type B pulse) or

different pulse (30 stimuli pairing Type A vs. Type B pulse

and 30 stimuli pairing Type B vs. Type A pulse). Each

sequence was used only once, in one stimulus. Participants

were told they were going to hear short conversations between

two aliens (one alien saying something and the other respond-

ing). For each conversation, they were to indicate, on an 8-

point scale, whether the aliens are getting along with each other

(cooperating) or having a dispute (hostile to each other). The

response buttons on the screen were separately grouped into 1

(definitely hostile) to 4, and from 5 to 8 (definitely cooperat-

ing). A short training session (4 stimuli not used in the main

study) was run prior to the main experiment to make sure the

participants were familiar with the procedure and experimental

interface and to establish a comfortable volume level. The

experiment was conducted in a soundproof cabin.

We expected the listeners to think that collaborative inter-

acting agents would produce rhythmically similar utterances

(due to rhythmic synchronization) and mutually hostile agents

would produce rhythmically contrastive utterances (due to the

absence of rhythmic synchronization).

We expected that two properties of each participant might

affect performance, intelligence, and empathy (the capacity to

predict and to respond to the behavior of interacting agents by

inferring their mental states). To assess empathy, we asked the

participants to fill in two Cambridge Personality Question-

naires (in Spanish) developed at the School of Clinical Medi-

cine, the Department of Psychiatry, University of Cambridge

(www.autismresearchcentre.com). The first questionnaire was

designed to measure the empathy quotient (EQ, on a scale from

0 to 80); the second one measured the systemizing quotient

(SQ, on a scale from 0 to 150). SQ measures the ability to

predict the behavior of deterministic systems by inferring the

deterministic rules based on an analysis of the systems’ input–

output relations (Kidron, Kaganovskiy, & Baron-Cohen, 2018).

We converted the individual scores for both measures into

percentages and calculated the ratio SQ/EQ to estimate indi-

vidual differences in systemizing drive versus empathizing

drive (a lower ratio reflects a stronger emphasizing drive rela-

tive to systemizing drive). The stronger the drive, the more it is

employed in everyday situations (Baron-Cohen & Wheel-

wright, 2004). The strength of these two drives relies on the

neural architecture (see Kidron et al., 2018, for review), and a

stronger systemizing relative to empathizing drive is associated

with increased gray matter volume and higher neural activity in

certain brain area (Lai et al., 2012), it is also correlated with the

level of prenatal testosterone (Auyeung, Lombardo, & Baron-

Cohen, 2013; Chapman et al., 2006). These factors suggest that

the SQ/EQ ratio is physiologically determined and is not pri-

marily dependent on the ongoing situation and cannot be chan-

ged at will when the task requires.

Intelligence (IQ) may affect how well people understand the

task and infer that the experimenter wants them to use the

rhythmicity to do the task. The participants in the database

from which we recruited our sample had already taken the

Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test, 2ns Edition (KBIT2)

Table 1. Schematic Representation of Sequences for Experiment 1.

Type A pulse Type B pulse

XX-XXXXX-XX-XXXXX-
XX-XXXXX

XXXX-XXX-XXXX-XXX-
XXXX-XXX

Note. Each x stands for a syllable, - stands for a pause.
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(Kaufman & Kaufman, 2004). The test is grounded on the fluid

reasoning and visual processing theory by Flanagan, McGrew,

and Ortiz (2000) for measuring nonverbal IQ scores. High

validity of the KBIT intelligence test was reported by Scattone,

Raggio, and May (2012).

As we are interested in a fundamental property of cognition,

we wanted to control for any individual differences in IQ and

the SQ/EQ ratio that might influence the ability to make prag-

matic inferences based on rhythmic synchronization. There-

fore, we regressed out these variables as covariates in our

statistical models.

Results and Discussion: Experiment 1

To explore the effect of rhythmic similarity at the level of

pulse on the listeners’ perception of cooperation/hostility,

we performed an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with

rhythmic similarity (present vs. absent) as a within-subject

factor, SQ/EQ and IQ measures as covariates, and the

cooperation-hostility rating as a dependent variable. The

results showed that, controlling for the effect of the individual

differences in systemizing versus empathizing drive and

for IQ, the effect of rhythmic similarity was significant,

F(1, 22) ¼ 11.327, p ¼ .003, Z2
p ¼ .34. Cooperation ratings

were higher on the stimuli when pulse was the same in paired

syllable sequences (M ¼ 4.8) compared to when paired

sequences exhibited different pulse (M ¼ 4.7). The effect of

SQ/EQ, F(1, 22)¼ .294, p¼ .593, Z2
p ¼ .013, and the effect of

IQ, F(1, 22) ¼ .104, p ¼ .75, Z2
p ¼ .005, were not significant.

However, both covariates significantly interacted with the

presence of synchronization, F(1, 22) ¼ 6.08, p ¼ .022,

Z2
p ¼ .217 (for SQ/EQ, Figure 1A) and F(1, 22) ¼ 7.98, p ¼

.01, Z2
p ¼ .266 (for IQ, Figure 1B). The difference in the

average cooperation rating for the stimuli with and without

rhythmic synchronization was smaller when the covariates’

values were larger. That is, the difference in ratings assigned

to pairs with similar versus different rhythms (i.e., a measure

of sensitivity) was negatively correlated with the SQ/EQ ratio

(r¼�.397, p¼ .04, Figure 2A) and nonverbal IQ (r¼�.472,

p ¼ .014, Figure 2B). SQ/EQ ratios and nonverbal IQ scores

were not mutually correlated (r ¼ .004, p ¼ .975) and can be

considered statistically independent. The data suggest that the

listeners use pulse similarity in the utterances spoken by

interacting agents for making pragmatic inferences regard-

ing their mutual cooperation or hostility. However, their

judgments are further modulated by the relative strength

of systemizing relative to empathizing cognitive style and

by nonverbal intelligence. Individuals with stronger EQ

relative to SQ make a stronger connection between rhythmic

synchronization and cooperation/friendliness. Interestingly,

individuals with higher logical IQ scores make weaker con-

nections between rhythmic similarity in the speech of inter-

acting agents and their cooperation/friendliness. These

results suggest that the faculty to map rhythmic synchroni-

zation in speech on interpersonal affiliation is probably not

under conscious control.

Experiment 2: Meter Synchrony

Method

Participants: Experiment 2

Twenty-six participants with the same profile as in the previous

experiment were recruited.

Figure 1. (A) Cooperation ratings based on the median split of the
systemizing quotient/empathy quotient (SQ/EQ) ratio values for
individual participants. Gray columns display mean cooperation ratings
averaged across participants for the trial pairs, in which both inter-
acting agents exhibit the same pulse in utterances, and white columns
display mean cooperation ratings averaged across participants for the
trial pairs in which interacting agents exhibit different pulse. Error bars
(uncorrected for the within-subject design) stand for +2SE around
the mean. The data showed that participants with higher SQ relative
to EQ values are less sensitive to pulse synchronization as a signal of
cooperation. However, this trend is not evident for the pairs of
interacting agents with similar versus different meter. (B) Cooperation
ratings based on the median split of the nonverbal IQ scores for
individual participants. Gray columns display mean cooperation ratings
averaged across participants for the trial pairs, in which both inter-
acting agents exhibit the same pulse in utterances, and white columns
display mean cooperation ratings averaged across participants for the
trial pairs, in which interacting agents exhibit different pulse. Error
bars (uncorrected for within-subject design) stand for +2SE around
the mean. The data showed that participants with lower nonverbal IQ
are more sensitive to pulse synchronization as a signal of cooperation.
However, this trend is not evident for the pairs of interacting agents
with similar versus different meter.
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Material: Experiment 2

Four consonants ([s], [m], [l],[f]) and 3 vowels ([a], [u], [o])

were used to synthesize 12 possible syllables. We synthesized

each syllable in stressed and unstressed versions. The syllables

were synthesized with consonantal durations of 100 ms. Vowel

durations in stressed, that is, strong syllables, were 300 ms +
15 ms, and in unstressed, that is, weak syllables, were 200 ms

+ 15 ms. We synthesized, in two different voices (male, native

Spanish phonemes, ES1 and ES3 MBROLA diphone databases

were used), 240 syllabic sequences, each composed of 12 syl-

lables. The sequences consisted of four 3-syllable metrical

groups, either strong-weak-weak syllables (Meter A) or

weak-strong-weak (Meter B) syllables. The groups were sepa-

rated by a 300 ms pause (Table 2). Three-syllable words in

Spanish usually bear prominence on penultimate syllables,

while in the regional variety of Basque spoken in San Sebas-

tian, as well as in Batua (the standard variety), the location of

word stress is flexible and often depends on the position of the

word in a phrase (Hualde, 1999). Therefore, our participants

were familiar with both types of metrical grids in their native

languages. Each syllable was used once per sequence. An F0

declination contour similar to that in Experiment 1 was

imposed on each sequence. Additionally, each strong syllable

was made more prominent by a 15 Hz increase, from the mid-

dle of the previous syllable and fell back to baseline by the

middle of the following vowel, before the declination trend was

resumed. Thus, stressed syllables were marked by lengthening

of the vowel and by a pitch accent—modeling the shape of an

inverted parabola—peaking in the middle of the stressed

vowel. The sequences were paired into test stimuli, with a 1-

s pause between the paired sequences. The pause duration was

chosen based on Ordin, Polyanskaya, Gomez, and Samuel

(2019), who used a 1-s pause between stimuli with either sim-

ilar or different rhythms in an AX rhythm discrimination

experiment. We created 30 stimuli with paired sequences exhi-

biting Type A meter and 30 stimuli with paired sequences with

Type B meter, that is, 60 stimuli with similar meter in both

sequences. In addition, we created 60 stimuli with different

meter in paired sequences, Type A and Type B; the order of

the meter type was counterbalanced.

Procedure: Experiment 2

Identical to Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion: Experiment 2

An ANCOVA with meter similarity (present vs. absent) as a

within-subject factor and SQ/EQ and IQ measures as covariates

was performed to explore the effect of meter synchronization

on the cooperation ratings. We did not find any effect of meter

synchronization F(1, 22)¼ .294, p¼ .593, Z2
p¼.013 or nor any

for the covariates, p ¼ .629 for SQ/EQ and p ¼ .146 for non-

verbal IQ on the cooperation rating (Figures 1A and 1B). The

difference in cooperation rating assigned to pairs with similar

versus different meter was not correlated with SQ/EQ ratios

(Figure 3A) or nonverbal IQ (Figure 3B). A Bayesian one-

tailed paired t test was performed to estimate the support for

the hypothesis that cooperation ratings assigned to the stimuli

Figure 2. (A) Correlations between systemizing quotient/empathy quotient (SQ/EQ) ratio scores and the difference in cooperation ratings
assigned to the pairs with similar versus different pulse. The figure shows that higher SQ relative to EQ scores are correlated with lower (or
even reverse) differences in cooperation ratings. (B) Correlations between nonverbal IQ scores and the difference in cooperation ratings
assigned to the pairs with similar versus different pulse. The figure shows that higher IQ scores are correlated with lower (or even reverse)
differences in cooperation ratings.

Table 2. Schematic Representation of Sequences for Experiment 2.

Type A meter Type B meter

Xxx-Xxx-Xxx-Xxx xXx-xXx-xXx-xXx

Note. Each X stands for a stressed (strong) syllable, each x stands for
unstressed (weak) syllable, - stands for a pause.

Polyanskaya et al. 5



pitting the syllabic sequences with different meter are lower

than the ratings assigned to the stimuli exhibiting the same

meter in both syllabic sequences. The resulting Bayes factor

.098 provided decisive evidence against this experimental

hypothesis. The results do not support the hypothesis that lis-

teners use meter similarity in the utterances spoken by inter-

acting agents to make pragmatic inferences regarding their

mutual cooperation or hostility.

Finally, for the two experiments, we selected only those

stimuli in which the paired sequences had similar pulse or

meter and compared, within subject, the number of trials in

which the participant responded that the aliens were coop-

erating (ratings from 5 to 8) with the number of trials in

which participants responded that the aliens were hostile

(ratings from 1 to 4, Figure 4). For Experiment 1, the data

showed that the number of trials in which listeners indicated

that the interacting agents were cooperating was higher than

the number of trials in which listeners indicated that the

interacting agents were hostile, t(25) ¼ 2.502, p ¼ .019,

two-tailed paired test. For Experiment 2, the data did not

show a significant difference between the number of trials

in which listeners indicated that the interacting agents were

cooperating versus hostile, t(24) ¼ .663, p ¼ .513, two-

tailed paired t test. The results confirm that interacting

agents producing the utterances with similar pulse are more

likely to be judged as cooperating than hostile. However, no

evidence that meter similarity is used as a cooperation sig-

nal was found.

Discussion

Our study confirms a link between perception of social coop-

eration between individuals and the similarity of rhythmic pat-

terns in their utterances. Listeners map the degree of pulse

similarity in speech rhythm of two interlocutors onto the degree

friendliness and social bonding between them. Conversely, no

evidence was found that meter similarity is perceived as a

cooperation signal. It should be noted that our data do not

resolve whether it is the presence of interpersonal synchroniza-

tion leads to the perception of cooperation/friendliness versus a

difference in rhythmic patterns leading to the perception of

hostility. It may be that detecting a similar rhythm in vocaliza-

tions of interacting agents results in third-party observers mak-

ing inferences about their cooperative drive, while rhythmic

differences do not lead to making any pragmatic inferences

(making the perception of cooperative drive less likely).

Figure 3. (A) Correlations between SQ/EQ ratio and the differences in cooperation ratings assigned to pairs with similar versus different
meters. The figure shows that SQ/EQ scores are not correlated with such differences in cooperation ratings. (B) Correlations between IQ
scores and the differences in cooperation ratings assigned to pairs with similar versus different meters. The figure shows that IQ scores are not
correlated with such differences in cooperation ratings.

Figure 4. The mean number of trials (averaged across participants)
exhibiting pulse (Experiment 1) or meter (Experiment 2) similarity
judged as conversations between cooperating and as hostile agents.
Error bars +2SE around the mean.
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Choosing between these alternatives, however, was not part of

our experimental design.

The mapping of rhythmic entrainment onto the friendliness

of conspecifics may be a “conserved” biological faculty.1 The

referential nature of modern language could have diminished

the role of the mapping function tested here because coopera-

tive intention can now be expressed using a Saussurean com-

munication system, instead of (or in addition to) using prosodic

means. The traces of this mapping faculty, however, can still be

detected today because this faculty has not been selected

against. The evolutionary origin of this faculty was possibly

the need to transmit coalition information in social groups of

human ancestors (Dunbar, 1998; Merker et al., 2009), for

example, the rhythmic movements of the lips by primates that

usually accompany acts of affiliative behavior (Ghazanfar &

Takahashi, 2014a, 2014b; MacNeilage, 1998). The capacity to

entrain motor output to acoustic rhythms at the metrical level is

rarely exhibited in the animal kingdom, while rhythmic

entrainment at the level of pulse is very frequent, at least in

mammalian species (Fitch, 2009; Wilson & Cook, 2016). Thus,

it is not surprising to observe adoption of a more ancient

mechanism to new ecologically relevant sensory input—

speech. The faculty of mapping pulse entrainment to coopera-

tion possibly emerged before entrainment at the level of meter

developed in some species including the human genus.

For modern humans, the mapping faculty is not essential in

everyday interaction due to the referential nature of language.

The message is not conveyed by the characteristics of the

acoustic signal; rather, the message is conveyed by verbally

coding the attributes of a given referent so that a perceiver can

easily identify the concept that is referred to (Bowman, 1984, p.

93; Bunce, 1991). As such, the acoustic signal is used to refer to

concepts and not to convey the message. However, before the

referential system is established, the degree of synchrony can

be used by the social partners to develop nonreferential com-

munication and to transmit affection for or discontent with each

other, which can be employed at the very early stages of lan-

guage acquisition. Some strong evidence shows that interactive

synchrony is especially important in the early months of life for

the development of social cognition in general and speech in

particular (Charman, 2005; Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne,

& Moll, 2005). When infants are 2 months old, mothers syn-

chronize with and amplify infants’ vocalizations, and this beha-

vior is accompanied with sympathy-expressing gestures

(smiles, hand gestures) and intermingled with affective vocal

expressions (Papousek, 1989). This supportive attunement to

infants’ vocalizations encourages them to keep on practicing

this vocal exchange. About 1 month later, infants begin to

recognize the affection expressed by mothers who synchronize

their vocalizations with them and start in turn to actively

respond in synchronous social interactions (Feldman, 2006;

Feldman, Greenbaum, & Yirmiya, 1999). Mothers, in turn,

start to attribute intentionality to the attempts of the babies to

entrain to the temporal dynamics of social vocal exchanges and

create the context for the emergence of intentional vocal

exchange expressing affection or discontent (Feldman &

Reznick, 1996).

Importantly, speech in live interactions is characterized by

coarticulation, vocalic reduction phenomena, by changes in

utterance modality (statements vs. questions), so on. These

phenomena can affect the salience of rhythmic similarity

(Pardo et al., 2018; Reichel et al., 2018), and it remains to be

seen whether the demonstrated effect is actually transferrable

from laboratory speech to spontaneous interactions. Animals

perceive rhythmic cues to make judgments regarding social

affiliation (Bergman, 2013; Connor, Smolker, & Bejder,

2006; Ghazanfar & Takahashi, 2014a, 2014b; Ręk & Osiejus,

2010, 2013). Here, we aimed to detect this effect in humans in a

situation in which the referential code was not shared by all the

parties. We argued that if the referential code is not shared but

the effect is still present, then it possibly had evolutionary value

at the stage before language and a common referential commu-

nicative system emerged. We found that when rhythmic simi-

larity is the only available cue to do an explicitly formulated

task, humans can make pragmatic inferences based on speech

rhythm in signals produced by interacting agents. It might be

that humans have preserved this faculty only because it has not

been selected against since the time speech emerged. Should

that be true, then, in more ecological situations, the role of

speech rhythm in the perception of cooperation between inter-

locutors might be overshadowed by other signals including

referential signals for social affiliation. If, on the other hand,

natural selection is still acting on this faculty, then the percep-

tion of rhythmic similarity for cooperation judgments is still

useful, and we should be able to observe the mapping effect in

natural speech.

The importance of mapping the degree of rhythmic similar-

ity onto the degree of interpersonal affection in ontogenetic

development of speech suggests that it could also play a role

in speech emergence in phylogenetic development of the lan-

guage faculty in human genus. Knight (2000) argued that

speech could have only emerged as a cooperative signaling

system. Noble (2000) tested this hypothesis by modeling the

emergence of prelinguistic communication. He concluded that

a complex and efficient communicative system can emerge and

develop only by increasing the fitness of both signaler and

receiver. This can only happen in the case of cooperation and

thus cannot emerge when there is a conflict of interest, that is,

from a costly manipulative signaling system. Oliphant (1996)

came to a similar conclusion: His simulations showed that a

shared referential communication system could emerge only

when both the signaler and the receiver cooperate in making

the message transparent. When only the receiver or transmitter

is under pressure to convey the message, a shared Saussurean

communication system failed to emerge, even though both

interacting agents would benefit from it. Rhythmic synchroni-

zation can play a role in establishing a common shared

communication system by promoting cooperative behavior

and social affiliation. The effect of rhythm and rhythmic

synchronization in vocal signaling on establishing and

developing communicative systems is an interesting

Polyanskaya et al. 7



research direction that can potentially provide us with

insights into the emergence of such complex communication

systems as speech. In Figure 5, we present an evolutionary

perspective on the role of different components of rhythmic

cognition in speech emergence, which can be used for gen-

erating testable hypotheses.

Our study confirmed the link between social interactions

and speech rhythm. Humans can perceive and synchronize

with rhythms in vocalizations emitted by an interlocutor, and

outside observers make pragmatic inferences regarding

whether the interacting individuals are in mutually hostile

or in friendly and cooperating relationships, depending on

whether the rhythms in their utterances are similar or differ-

ent. However, this effect was found only at the level of pulse

and not at the level of meter. This suggests that pulse con-

vergence in vocalizations can signal social cooperation. The

mapping of vocal rhythm convergence onto social affiliation

is important for the development of social cognition and for

language acquisition in ontogenesis and probably was an

important facilitating factor for speech emergence in

phylogenesis.
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Note

1. It was brought to our attention during the peer-review process that

the tendency of cooperating individuals to entrain could be learned

through experience and not be a biological faculty. We admit that

this alternative cannot be ruled out completely. However, we have

good reasons to believe that the mapping of interpersonal rhythmic

entrainment onto friendliness is not a learned-through-experience

faculty. As we discuss later, this faculty is employed by infants as

young as 2 months of age, and it is a crucial prerequisite for the

development of social intelligence (e.g., Charman, 2005; Feldman,

2006; Tomasello et al., 2005). Besides, if this mapping faculty were

learned through experience, we would expect individuals with a

higher systemizing relative to empathizing quotient to outperform

those with higher empathizing relative to systemizing quotient

Figure 5. The role of rhythmic cognition in speech emergence from an evolutionary perspective. Dotted lines stand for controversial causal
links (i.e., those for which no empirical evidence or inconsistent empirical evidence exists). Black lines show the causal links that are directly
tested in the present experiments. Numbers stand for some references that support the corresponding causal links: (1) Ravignani and Madison,
2017, (2) Patel et al., 2009, (3) Koban, Ramamoorthy, and Konvalinka, 2019, (4) Tomasello et al., 2005, (5) Nozaradan, Peretz, Missal, and
Mouraux, 2011, (6) Fitch, 2013, (7) MacNeilage, 1998.
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because they are better at extracting and systemizing the rules for

the use in future situations. We, however, found the reverse trend.

More studies are necessary to explore whether, or to what extent,

differences in individual experience affect the strength of the map-

ping between interpersonal rhythm entrainment and cooperative

drive/friendliness.
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